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What’s a sociologist doing at a Physics conference?



VASTNESS



The Case of the College
Personal Statement 

exclusion

character assessments

self-promotional,

marketing and standing

out 

Karable (2005)

Paley (1994)



The Case of College
Admissions—The Right Type
of Black

When the United States Supreme Court
Justice Lewis Powell argued that “race,
but not race alone could be considered
in admissions decisions in respect to
promoting diversity on campus that has
educational benefits for all students ” in
his 1978 opinion in the Bakke case,
Justice Powell codified the commitment
to diversity as the legitimate rationale for
affirmative action in higher education
(Berrey 2015).



Racial Salience Racialized Performance

Through e-mails to 517 white

college admissions officers, he

observed how responsive white

admissions counselors are to inquiry

e-mails from Black high school

students.

Finds that white admissions

counselors are more likely to ignore

Black high school students' inquiry

e-mails if they possess a salient

Black racial identity.  

Thornhill (2019)
Universities may screen Black

applicants whose racialized

performance of identity aligns with

institutional priorities.

Universities make intra-racial

considerations among Black

students, seeking students who may

serve as “de-biasing agents” or

students perceived as belonging to

the group to which the bias or

stereotypes attaches.

Carbado & Gulati (2013)



In both studies, scholars highlight the

ways universities interact with Black

students in the admissions process,

revealing that certain performances or

embodiments of self, receive specific

access to institutions. It’s important to

note that this is not an indictment of

students, but the reductive approaches

that institutions of higher education take

to interpret the diverse experiences of

historically underrepresented students.

 
 



STORY OF SELF: AYA



Reasons We Share Struggle
or Pain Narratives 

 Highlight grit and resilience

Reflect important and “true” pieces

of our lives

Help Individuals stand out in

crowded applicant pools

For universities, these narratives

signal pluralism as an opportunity to

reflect their progressive ideals and

commitment to diversity, equity, and

inclusion



Critiques of Struggle Narratives



“When you're first writing, when you're first
applying to a school, [universities] have advice
or like a page on the personal statement and

what your personal statement should and
shouldn't have. I feel like even though it didn't
say like, spill all your trauma out. I feel like it
[says] talk about your challenges. Talk about

what you've overcame talk about what makes
you a resilient and deserving student. Like

that kind of language.” 

(Layla, Black undergraduate student) 





Stories perceived as
exaggerations or embellishments 

Consequences of not having a
compelling story

Exploitation and tokenization
from universities (namely
predominantly and historically
white ones) 

Critiques of Struggle
Narratives



 
 STRUGGLE NARRATIVES AS

RESISTANCE
 



STORIES OF JOY AS
RESISTANCE

 
 



        “I would say imagine yourself…your brand. What defines your
brand? And, I think a lot of people's answers would not be some sob
story. It would kind of be like, I'm a goofball. Let me talk about my
humor, I’m pretty lazy, or I'm so responsible, or I hate school. What
is your brand? Just about you and how you function as a student,
based upon what your brand is, and not like how being a student

was tainted by some very sad or likesome crucial story. What's your
brand? What's you?”

 (Octavia, Black undergraduate student)



“I feel like the way that people are taught to write college essays
is to make universities feel kind of like sorry for us, or sorry for

them, particularly like for Black students [and students] of color.
Because I feel like we're oftentimes taught to make them feel

something. And, why can't my simple ‘I live here in North
Carolina, where it's the country and I want to experience what
life in the city is like [be enough]'?  Why do I have to tell you a
sob story for you to even consider me for an applicant on your

campus?”   
 

 (Krystal, Black undergraduate student)
 
 



        “And I think it's sad that Black students feel the need to
have this kind of story. I think a lot of, especially our, white
peers, feel like Black students especially at top-tier schools,
had this kind of story. And, I think it's okay to be a regular

person. I don't need to tell you my whole story. I am here and
that's enough."  

 (Bella, Black undergraduate student)



Closing Thoughts

This research reveals
opportunities for post-

secondary institutions to honor
the vast stories and experiences

Black students and other
historically underrepresented

students bring to college
campuses without exploitation,
tokenization, and perpetuation

of racial stereotypes.
 

You do not have to
shrink yourself and

limit the vastness of
your universe to gain

access to
institutional awards
and opportunities.



Thank You

Email: awallerb@umich.edu
Twitter: @aya__marie


